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Appalling Record of Murder to Which Any Man
Has Ever Affixed His Signature.

He Analyzes His Sentiments and Describes His Feelings While Doing
Away with Moro Than a Score of Yictims.
TORTURING

HELPLESS

MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN TO DEATH.

Some Died Easily from Suffocation or Poison, but Others Were Starved in the Secret Rooms of the Castle or Choked
with Gas.Pitezel Was Burned Alive.A Pm Picture of the Multi-Murderer by Himself.He Says
His Face and Body Have Taken in the Look of Satan and Treats Himself
as a Psychdogical Phenomenon.
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This is the story as it came from his own pen; there is no remorse in it. He tells of murders that no one
knew were murders. He admits his guilt of every one of the crimes of which he was suspected.
He has even grown interested in the psychological study of his own motives, and the picture he has drawn
of himself could gain nothing by fine writing or strong adjectives. He is a hori'or such as you read of in the
pages of an alienist writer dealing with mental monsters of the Middle Ages. There is no danger that he will
find imitators. A man born with the mental and moral twist of Holmes is a freak of nature as much as a fourarmed woman or an elephant-headed boy. His purpose in telling the story is not born of any saving feeling of
horror or repentance.
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HOLMES, THE AROH GRIMINAL OF MODERN HISTORY.
From the latest photoyraph of the murderer. A

flashlight taken

in jail for the Journal

HOLMES'S OWN STORY.
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All crfcninalogists who have examined me
here seem to be unanimous in the opinion
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POLICE PHOTOGRAPHS OF HOLMES TAKEN SHORTLY AFTER HIS ARRilST.
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Hell's Marks on His Face.
The principal defects that have thus far
developed, and which are all established
signs of degeneracy, are a decided promi¬
nence upon one side of my head and a corre¬
sponding diminution upon the other side; a
marked deficiency of one side of my nose
and of one ear, together with an abnormal
increase of each upon the opposite side; a
difference of 1% inches in the length of my
arms and an equally shortening of one leg
from knee to heel; also a most malevolent
distortion of one side of my face, and one
eye, so marked and terrible that in writing
of it for publication. Hall Caine, the novel¬
ist, although I wore a beard at the time to
conceal it as best I could, described that
side of my face as marked by a deep line of
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